Structural equation modeling was used to assess the utility of the sensorineural model of contrast sensitivity proposed by Sekuler et al. [Vision Res. 24, 689 (1984)] to account for spatial vision in adulthood. In Study 1, visual acuity and contrast sensitivity (1.5-18 c/deg) were measured in 84 people between the ages of 19 and 81 yr. No three-filter model fitted the data well. Although a two-filter model was associated with good fit indices, parameter estimates for both filters were inconsistent with physiological and behavioral data. In Study 2, acuity and contrast sensitivity (1.5-18 c/deg) were assessed in 95 observers between the ages of 23 and 73 yr. All measures were gathered once per month over a three-month period. The Sekuler et al. three-filter model did not fit the data from any time of measure, but a two-filter, bandpass model provided a consistent and excellent fit for all three waves. The model suggests that age-related change in the neural mechanisms underlying contrast sensitivity is minimal once acuity is controlled. Discrepancies between this conclusion and that reported by Sekuler et al. may be related to test type, psychophysical method, reliability, and sample selection.
INTRODUCTION
Acuity and the contrast sensitivity function (CSF) both index an observer's ability to discern the spatial structure of the visual world and are both associated with progressive age-related declines. The research reported here assessed age differences in visual acuity and the CSF in two adult samples. The two primary goals of this work were to determine whether a structural equation model (SEM) of age-related differences in spatial vision 1 could be replicated by using measures of contrast sensitivity different from those employed previously and to evaluate the shortterm stability of the model over three periods of measurement spanning approximately three months.
Static visual acuity, which refers to the minimum detail that can be discriminated in stationary targets, is typically assessed with high-contrast stimuli. Acuity declines with age, even among observers who are screened for ocular pathology. This pattern has been observed in both cross-sectional 2, 3 and longitudinal 4 designs. The age deficit in acuity is increased with low light levels, 5 uncorrected optical blur, 6 and glare. 7, 8 Sensorineural factors also appear to be involved in that the deficits persist under photopic viewing conditions and when observers are optimally refracted. [9] [10] [11] Furthermore, acuity is reduced in older observers even after lens replacement 12 and when the effects of the optical media are bypassed by use of interferometry to present the acuity targets. 12 The finding that age differences are magnified when acuity is assessed with low-contrast targets [13] [14] [15] that are sensitive to visual pathway dysfunctions is also consistent with sensorineural involvement. Weale 16 has suggested that this age-related decline may be due to random neural cell loss in the retina and/or in central pathways. Spear 17 has speculated that the parvocellular pathway critical to acuity might undergo selective decline. The spatial CSF describes the ability to discern luminance differences, typically in a sinusoidally modulated luminance grating of varied spatial frequency. Although it contains information about a person's acuity (i.e., the highest cutoff frequency), it provides a richer sampling of neurally based visual function. 18 Because it provides a more comprehensive assessment of spatial vision, the CSF is sensitive to pathological conditions that can remain undetected by an acuity measure. [19] [20] [21] It can also predict aspects of visual function and behavior that are less strongly or precisely related to acuity. [22] [23] [24] There are consistent age-related declines in contrast sensitivity, particularly at intermediate and higher spatial frequencies. 10, 11, [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] Peak sensitivity, CSF bandwidth, and slope of the high-frequency roll-off are sensitive to optical blur, 30, 31 and so age deficits might be expected for this reason alone. However, as with acuity, the age deficit in contrast sensitivity at higher frequencies remains, even when observers are refracted to their best correction. 10, 11 Because sensitivity to intermediate and higher spatial frequencies is adversely affected by low retinal illuminance, 32, 33 an age-related decline for frequencies in this range suggests the possibility of a luminancemediated explanation. Consistent with this, Owsley et al. 10 eliminated age differences in the CSF by testing younger observers at 1/3 the luminance provided to their older observers. Equating age groups for pupil size, however, did not produce a relative improvement in the older adults' CSFs, 34 a finding that the authors interpreted to implicate lenticular and/or neural factors. When Elliott et al. 27 determined CSFs in young adults under reduced illumination conditions designed to simulate age-related optical changes, their CSFs were unchanged, suggesting a neural locus for age-related declines in spatial vision. The same conclusion was reached by Elliott 26 when interference fringes were used to generate gratings directly on the retina. And when Schefrin et al. 35 measured scotopic sensitivity to gratings from 0 to 3 cycles per degree (c/deg) in observers between 20 and 88 yr of age they found an age deficit in sensitivity below 1.2 c/deg. They suggested that the data reflected differential decline of the multiple mechanisms in the magnocellular pathway mediating low-frequency contrast sensitivity. Because the relation between age and contrast sensitivity was steeper for frequencies below 1.2 c/deg than for those above this point, Schefrin et al. 1 suggested that their data reflected differential decline of the multiple mechanisms in the magnocellular pathway that mediate low-frequency contrast sensitivity.
On the other hand, when Burton et al. 36 used laser interferometry to assess age differences in photopic CSFs ranging from 2 to 32 c/deg, the older adults showed a small (0.1 to 0.2 log unit) loss in sensitivity at all frequencies. The high-frequency fall-off was similar for younger and older adults. The authors suggested that less than one half of the age deficit in contrast sensitivity could be accounted for by neural factors. Even this may be an overestimate because the older subjects are likely to be affected by laser speckle that arises when coherent light is used to create interference fringes. Even among optimally refracted individuals then, optical factors seem to play a role in limiting the spatial resolution of the aging visual system. 37 It is generally believed that the CSF represents the envelope of a small number of ''neural filters,'' by which we mean bandwidth-limited mechanisms that exhibit selectivity by virtue of their response profiles. 18 Psychophysical evidence can be found in studies of frequency-specific declines in sensitivity following adaptation, 38 as well as frequency-based aftereffects 39 and masking. 40 Sekuler et al. 1 used a SEM to assess competing multiple-filter models of human contrast sensitivity. The model that best fitted the data used three neural mechanisms to predict sensitivity to gratings between 0.5 and 16 c/deg. Although competing models with between one and four filters fitted their data less well, when lower spatial frequencies are included, additional mechanisms may come into play. 41, 42 Assuming that there are multiple determinants of age differences in contrast sensitivity, can a SEM be used to assess these effects simultaneously? This possibility is certainly suggested by Sekuler et al., 1 who based their model on data gathered from adults aged 19 to 87 yr. 10 Acuity and age were included as exogenous variables in their model (see Fig. 1 ). Age and acuity were correlated and both variables exerted direct effects on the intermediate and higher spatial-frequency filters as indicated by arrows between them. (Omitting the arrows from age to the two filters would depict indirect effects. Age would still have an effect on contrast sensitivity, but only through the mediating variable of acuity.) The satisfactory fit of the model suggested that optical effects on acuity as well as neural deficits played a role in the age differences observed in spatial vision.
Several issues associated with the Sekuler et al. 1 study warrant further examination. First, while their model shows age to have a direct effect on both the intermediate-and high-frequency filters, it is linked only indirectly to the low-frequency filter. The data from Schefrin et al. 35 suggest that a direct path linking age to the low-frequency filter may be needed. Second, the path coefficients linking acuity to the filters dropped with increases in the filter's center frequency. It can be argued that these coefficients should increase because, in the limit, acuity is the high-frequency cutoff. Third, the path coefficient from Filter 3 to sensitivity at 8 c/deg is quite low and, as Sekuler et al. 1 noted, this might be due to measurement error at this spatial frequency. Fourth, Filters 1 and 2 are correlated even though the data from behavioral studies 39 suggest that they are independent. Fifth, Sekuler et al. 1 assessed CSFs using a tracking method that is prone to criterion effects 43, 44 that could be age sensitive. 45, 46 Finally, given the theoretical and clinical value of distinguishing optical and neural aging effects in spatial vision, it is important to determine whether the same model generalizes to different samples when different measures of contrast sensitivity are used. It is also important to discern the extent to which the model is stable over multiple times of measurement, as would be expected in the absence of disease.
In the present study, we took an SEM approach to understanding the mechanisms responsible for human age differences in spatial vision. In Study 1 we used the Vistech VCTS 6500 (VCTS) to measure CSFs (1.5 to 18 c/deg) in an adult sample of optimally refracted adults of widely varying age. In Study 2 the VCTS was again used to measure contrast sensitivity in a second optimally refracted adult sample. In the latter study, measures were gathered monthly over a three-month period. From these two studies we attempted to test the model proposed by Sekuler et al. 1 with different samples and different means of assessing CSFs. Study 2 also allowed us to see if the model showed short-term stability, as would be expected in the absence of disease or trauma.
STUDY 1 A. Method
The observers in this study were 84 adults with an average age of 50.3 yr (range 19-81 yr). By self-report, all observers were in good general and visual health. All participants were refracted to their best optical correction at the test distance of 46 cm (18 in.). Binocular acuity averaged 0.86 arc min and, while above the norm for all ages, was linearly related to age, r ϭ 0.59, p Ͻ 0.001. Acuity was measured by using a high-contrast Landolt C chart with 0.05 logMar steps between lines. Contrast sensitivity was assessed using one form of the Vistech VCTS 6500, a three-alternative forced-choice technique that measures contrast sensitivity at nominal values of 1.5, 3, 6, 12, and 18 c/deg. The white area of the Landolt and Vistech charts as well as the ambient luminance were maintained at 135 cd/m 2 .
B. Results
The SEM approach that was used by Sekuler et al. 1 and in this study for model testing is a set of statistical techniques that determine whether a sample correlation (or variance-covariance) matrix is consistent with a particular model specified by the researcher. Models that show large discrepancies between the actual and the predicted correlation matrix are rejected, while those that produce smaller residuals are retained. A more complete discussion of SEM can be found in Marcoulides and Schumacher. 47 Even assuming the correct model, sampling variability and measurement error will produce discrepancies between obtained and predicted data. The decision to accept a particular model is therefore a matter of comparing the relative success of competing models. Sometimes these comparisons are made easily because certain pairs of models, referred to as nested models, can be compared by means of statistical test. In many cases this is not feasible, and reference to several fit indices is needed to determine the absolute and relative success of the models being compared, as was the case here.
The fit indices that are reported are the minimum-fitfunction chi-square and its associated degrees of freedom and probability ( 2 ), the standardized root-mean-squared residual (SRMR), the goodness of fit index (GFI), and the adjusted goodness of fit Index (AGFI). Briefly, the 2 tests the probability that the sample correlation matrix can be reproduced by using the linkages in the model. A p value less than 0.05 suggests that the model should be rejected. The SRMR is a measure of the average deviation between obtained and predicted correlations and in a good model should be less than 0.10. The GFI indexes the ability of the model being tested to account for the patterns in the correlation matrix. Like the squared correlation, it has an upper bound of 1.00 and should be 0.90 or greater. The AGFI has an interpretation similar to the GFI but adjusts for the number of parameters estimated in the model. A value of 0.80 or greater indicates a good fit for the model. In that a full discussion of these indices is beyond the scope of this paper, the reader might want to review the introduction to the topic provided by Tabachnick and Fidell. 48 The correlation matrix used for the first model tested is shown in Table 1 . Several trends are apparent. The correlations between acuity and contrast sensitivity and between age and contrast sensitivity increase with spatial frequency. In addition, there are moderate correlations between contrast sensitivity measures beyond 6 c/deg. However, the correlations are quite low and of unstable sign at lower spatial frequencies. Although this may be a reflection of independent neural mechanisms, they might also reflect low reliabilities at lower spatial frequencies attributable to the use of a single form of the VCTS.
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As a first step, we attempted to fit a three-filter model of the type used by Sekuler et al., 1 but for the spatial frequencies specific to these data. Filter 1 determined sensitivity at 1.5 and 3 c/deg, Filter 2 determined sensitivity at 3, 6, and 12 c/deg, and Filter 3 determined sensitivity at 12 and 18 c/deg. Even after 1000 iterations, the algorithm failed to converge on an admissible solution. For example, several of the matrices had negative variances, and standardized coefficients could not be computed. Numerous variations on the same general modelincluding fixing error terms to zero, restricting the correlations between age, acuity and the filters-failed to im- 1 it treats contrast sensitivity as a reflection of neural filters with 2-octave bandwidths, covering the range of frequencies tested in the VCTS. Although the filters are not correlated (endogenous factors cannot be correlated in the program we used for the SEM), the errors of measure are correlated, as might be expected on the basis of common method variance. Age and acuity are correlated, exogenous variables causing individual differences in both neural filters.
The fit indices suggested a reasonably successful model, 2 (10) ϭ 17.02, p ϭ 0.072, SRMR ϭ 0.071, GFI ϭ 0.95, AGFI ϭ 0.85. The path coefficients of age and acuity onto the filters are consistent with the literature indicating that blur affects higher spatial frequencies. 30 They are also in close agreement with Sekuler et al. 1 in suggesting that age-related neural factors contribute to individual differences in contrast sensitivity. The small path coefficient between the disturbances for the filters is also consistent with behavioral data suggesting that the neural mechanisms underlying spatial vision are independent. There are, however, two difficulties with the obtained solution. First, the loading of contrast sensitivity at 6 c/deg onto the low-frequency filter is quite low and in fact can be omitted without substantial change in the fit. Second, the loadings for the high-frequency filter do not exhibit the inverted-U shape that is characteristic of bandpass filters. 1, 49 To attempt a better solution, we first fixed the measurement error associated with contrast sensitivity at 12 c/deg to zero and added a path from the Filter 1 to sensitivity at 12 c/deg that was constrained to unity (this sets the scale for the other path coefficients). This had the effect of increasing to 0.26 the Filter 1-6 c/deg coefficient and creating a more inverted-U pattern to the Filter 2 loadings. It also, however, resulted in a poorer fit, 2 (11) ϭ 37.13, p Ͻ 0.001, SRMR ϭ 0.12, GFI ϭ 0.84, AGFI ϭ 0.60. Next we fixed the error terms for contrast sensitivity based on the reliabilities for a single Vistech test form as reported by Scialfa et al. 11 This had minimal effect on the coefficients of standardized solution and also produced poorer fit indices, 2 (14) ϭ 33.45, p ϭ 0.0025, SRMR ϭ 0.11, GFI ϭ 0.90, AGFI ϭ 0.80. Thus it appears that the best model for the data from Study 1 is the two-filter model, but even this is not an unqualified success.
It is possible that both the shortcomings of the best two-filter model are due to measurement errors in the CSFs. The VCTS employs large contrast-difference steps at each spatial frequency, and thus the one-form reliabilities are rather low. 11 Further, it is at the lower spatial frequencies that one-form reliabilities are worst. This works to the detriment of the measurement model, particularly for Filter 1 and, in consequence, will also influence the paths for Filter 2. This drawback was addressed in Study 2 by using a more reliable, three-form average measure of contrast sensitivity.
STUDY 2 A. Method
The observers in this study were 95 adults with an average age of 48.7 yr (range 20-73 yr). By self-report, all observers were in good general and visual health. Everyone was refracted to their best optical correction at the test distance of 46 cm (18 in.). Binocular acuity averaged 0.93 arc min and, while above norm for all ages, was linearly related to age, r ϭ 0.39, p Ͻ 0.001 at the first time of measure. Data from three observers were not available for the second and third times of measure, and so the modeling is based on the data from the 92 observers who participated in all three waves.
Acuity was assessed with high-contrast Landolt C's with 0.05 logMAR steps between lines. Luminance was 66 cd/m 2 . Contrast sensitivity was assessed by using the average of all three forms of the Vistech VCTS 6500. Ambient luminance was 70 cd/m 2 . For more details on the procedure, see Scialfa et al.
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B. Results
The correlation matrices for all three waves of measurement in Study 2 are provided in Table 2 and reveal several patterns. First, the measures of contrast sensitivity are all positively related to each other, and the magnitude of the correlations decreases as a function of distance across the frequency domain. Second, acuity is correlated with sensitivity and, generally, more so for higher spatial frequencies. Third, the correlations between age and contrast sensitivity are inversely related to spatial frequency. Finally, acuity and age are moderately correlated with each other. As age increases, so too does MAR. Finally, the correlations show considerable stability across the three measurement waves.
As a first step, we attempted to fit the three-filter model used in Study 1 to these data. This model had the same properties as that used by Sekuler et al. 1 ( Fig. 1 ) but tested the spatial frequencies specific to the VCTS. Thus the three-filter model did not provide an adequate account of the VCTS data. Although several other three-filter models were attempted, with different bandwidths and peak frequencies, none provided good fits or reasonable path coefficients.
Next, these data were assessed against the best twofilter model from Study 1. For illustrative purposes, the completely standardized solution for Wave 1 is depicted in Fig. 3 . At all times of measure, the model provided an excellent account of the data.
For Wave 1, the 2 (9)ϭ 4.49, p ϭ 0.88, SRMR ϭ 0.02, GFI ϭ 0.99, AGFI ϭ 0.96. For Wave 2, 2 (9) ϭ 3.70, p ϭ 0.93, SRMR ϭ 0.015, GFI ϭ 0.99, AGFI ϭ 0.97. For Wave 3, 2 (9) ϭ 15.54, p ϭ 0.07, SRMR ϭ 0.04, GFI ϭ 0.96, AGFI ϭ 0.87. Not only were the fit statistics quite strong, but, as might be expected given the stability in the correlation matrix, the direction and magnitude of the coefficients estimated in each model were similar. These coefficients are consistent with the literature on spatial vision. The loading of contrast sensitivity onto the two filters show the inverted-U pattern that would be expected in bandpass mechanisms with two-octave bandwidths. Acuity influences both filters but has a larger coefficient for the higher-frequency filter. It is important to note that though age and acuity are correlated and thus age would have indirect effects on the filters through acuity, age exerts little influence on either filter. The interpretation of this portion of the model, consistent with Burton et al. 36 is that minimal age deficits in the function of the neural mechanisms underlying the CSF once agerelated differences in acuity are controlled.
We also attempted to fit the data to variants on the two-filter model by fixing the correlations between filter disturbances, changing the bandwidths and peak fre- quencies, etc. However, none of the models performed as well as that shown in Fig. 3 . Thus we would conclude that the three-filter model arrived at by Sekuler et al. 1 does not succeed in accounting for the VCTS data in the samples assessed here and that a two-filter model is consistent with the VCTS data. In addition, this two-filter model shows the level of short-term stability that would be expected in the absence of pathology or trauma.
DISCUSSION
In the present investigations we examined whether a three-filter model of spatial vision could account for relations among measures of age, acuity, and contrast sensitivity in two large samples of adult observers. Neither the fit indices nor the path coefficients found the threefilter model to be consistent with the data from Study 1. While a two-filter model with several desirable properties (see Fig. 2 ) performed reasonably well, several of the path coefficients in this best-fitting model are problematic for theories of spatial vision. 50 In Study 2, which was based on more reliable measures of contrast sensitivity, the Sekuler et al.
1 model was also unable to account for the pattern of correlations among the variables. Instead, the two-filter model shown in Fig.  3 provided an excellent fit to the data. This was true for all three waves of data, and the path coefficients of the model were quite stable in the period over which data were collected.
The two-filter model that performed best is consistent in several respects with the extant literature on spatial vision. Both of the neural mechanisms that influence contrast sensitivity have an inverted-U pattern to their path coefficients, the pattern seen in simulation data 1, 42 as well as in the covariance structure analysis of flicker sensitivity. 49 It is consistent with the often-reported finding that correlations among measures of contrast sensitivity diminish with greater differences in spatial frequency. 10, 11, 41, 51 It is also expected from psychophysical data [38] [39] [40] and previous modeling efforts indicating that spatial vision is subserved by a small number of mechanisms having bandpass characteristics with bandwidths of approximately two octaves. 1, 42, 52 The two-filter model that worked moderately well in Study 1 and very well in Study 2 has path coefficients from the acuity factor to both filters that increase with the average spatial frequency subserved by the filter. Such a pattern is expected because optical blur is known to have the greatest effect at intermediate and higher spatial frequencies. 30, 31, 53 In fact, in this respect the two-filter model found here performs better than the three-filter model of Sekuler et al., 1 wherein the path coefficients from acuity decrease from the intermediate-to the high-frequency filter.
It should be emphasized that because a two-filter model better accounts for the data in Study 1 and Study 2, it does not mean that the three-filter model adopted by Sekuler et al. 1 is in any way incorrect. Their study differs from the present one in a number of ways, including the range of spatial frequencies tested, and particularly so at the lower frequencies. Sekuler et al. tested three spatial frequencies at or below 2 c/deg, whereas the VCTS used in both Study 1 and Study 2 begins at 1.5 c/deg. Several researchers have suggested that additional neural filters are needed to account for spatial contrast sensitivity to low frequency stimuli. 41, 51 Thus it is reasonable to expect that more filters would be needed to account for the data from Sekuler et al. than those modeled here.
There is another major difference between Sekuler et al. 1 and the best-fitting model found here. In the former case (see Fig. 1 ), the moderately large paths between age and the two filters suggest that, in addition to optical aging, there is a neural basis for age differences in the CSF. In Study 2, there are negligible paths from age to either filter, suggesting that most of the age differences in the function of the filters underlying the CSF are eliminated when age differences in acuity are controlled. These differences in outcome are not specific to the structural equations modeling approach. As noted above, while laser interferometry, luminance manipulations, and special populations have been used to assess the relative contributions of optical and neural factors to age differences in the CSF, they have produced equivocal results. [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] 26, 27, [34] [35] [36] [37] Thus the modeling differences found across studies likely have origins other than the statistical methods used. Several of these merit mention here.
First, the studies differed substantially in the relation between age and acuity. In the Scialfa et al. 11 study the average MAR was 0.78 in the youngest age group and 1.42 in the oldest age group. The correlation between age and acuity was only 0.39 at the first time of testing. Sekuler et al. 1 had a somewhat older sample (a mean of 49 versus 46 yr), but, more important, whereas acuity in the youngest group averaged 0.68 arc min, that of the oldest group averaged 1.82 arc min. As can be seen in Fig.  1 , the correlation between age and acuity for their observers was much larger (0.74) than in the samples used here (0.59 for Study 1 and 0.39 for Study 2). While Sekuler et al. 1 screened observers on the basis of ophthalmic examinations, it is possible that the robust age differences in the acuity levels observed were, in part, a reflection of subclinical eye disease. As such, one would expect there to be residual age differences in contrast sensitivity that are attributed in their model to neural factors.
Second, it is important to consider the impact of reliability in measuring visual function. Although Scialfa et al. 11 found that reliability of their acuity test (Landolt C's) was a respectable 0.85, the reliability of the VCTS, even in three-form averages, varied from 0.62 for 1.5-c/ deg gratings to 0.77 for 12-c/deg gratings. Issues of reliability have been raised with respect to many indices of contrast sensitivity. [54] [55] [56] [57] Sekuler et al. 1 did not report reliabilities for their measures, but Woods 58 found that monitor-based contrast sensitivity measures have low reliability and, further, that reliability is worse under conditions of visual degradation. Because path coefficients are determined, in part, by instability in the underlying measures, the coefficients relating age to filter function can vary with the stability of the tests used.
Finally, prior studies have differed in psychophysical technique. Whereas the VCTS uses a forced-choice technique that minimizes effects due to response bias, Sekuler et al. 1 used a tracking technique that is susceptible to age-related criterion shifts. 43, 44 Any age differences in criterion setting 45, 46 are likely to have larger effects on the more difficult intermediate and high spatial frequencies. These differences would produce effects that are independent of acuity and thus be attributed in the model to neural factors.
These issues prompt several recommendations for future modeling efforts on the determinants of age differences in spatial vision. To rule out some of the more obvious age-related optical factors that can impact performance, carefully screened observers can be refracted at the test distance, using high, perhaps ageadjusted luminance levels. Effects of response bias can be minimized by using forced-choice techniques and by increasing test time. Use of alternate forms of the same test can increase reliability. Reporting of reliabilities allows them to be used to estimate parameters in the modeling. A comparison of alternative forms of measuring contrast sensitivity at the same spatial frequencies (e.g., computer-based and VCTS) could improve specifications of the neural mechanisms subserving the CSF. This would also allow the estimation of common method variance that is left unidentified in either the study of Sekuler et al. 1 or the present study. Testing contrast sensitivity systematically in half-octave steps would provide better estimates of a filter's bandwidth. Finally, adopting new experimental techniques such as the measurement of S-cone sensitivity 59 will help eliminate nonneural explanations of age differences in the CSF. These issues will be addressed in future research.
